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Abstract—This survey paper concerns Sensor Fusion for Pre-
dictive Control of Human-Prosthesis-Environment Dynamics in
Assistive Walking. The powered lower limb prosthesis can imitate
the human limb motion and help amputees to recover the
walking ability, but it is still a challenge for amputees to walk
in complex environments with the powered prosthesis. Previous
researchers mainly focused on the interaction between a human
and the prosthesis without considering the environmental infor-
mation, which can provide an environmental context for human-
prosthesis interaction. Therefore, in this review, recent sensor
fusion methods for the predictive control of human-prosthesis-
environment dynamics in assistive walking are critically sur-
veyed. In that backdrop, several pertinent research issues that
need further investigation are presented. In particular, general
controllers, comparison of sensors, and complete procedures of
sensor fusion methods that are applicable in assistive walking
are introduced. Also, possible sensor fusion research for human-
prosthesis-environment dynamics is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
There were 44, 430 new lower limb amputees in Canada
from 2006 to 2011 [1]. The situation is more serious in the
USA, and it is predicted that the number of persons with limb
amputations in the USA will increase to 3.6 million by the year
2050 [2]. Without healthy lower limbs, the amputees will face
serious difficulties in the daily life. For lower limb amputees,
everyday tasks, such as walking, running, and climbing stairs
could present major challenges. The lower limb prosthesis can
help amputees to walk conveniently [3], and some commercial
passive prostheses are currently available [4]. However, a
passive prosthesis cannot provide the necessary active force
during walking, and it will take more energy for amputees to
walk with the passive prosthesis when compared to people
without physical handicaps [5]. In this backdrop it can be
concluded that powered prostheses are necessary for amputees
to gain the ability to walk properly, and some types of powered
lower limb prostheses have been developed in response [6]–
[9]. Hardware systems of them seem to be reliable, but there
are still difficulties for amputees to walk in complex envi-
ronments with the available powered prostheses. In order to
help amputees to walk in complex environments, a prosthesis
should have the ability to detect its walking environments,
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predict the intent of the wearer, and walk predictively. This
process is similar to predictive driving [10], which makes the
vehicle follow a desired path without subjecting to uncom-
fortable jerk or sudden acceleration. Predictive walking can
facilitate an active prosthesis to switch locomotion modes and
plan a smooth trajectory that avoids tumbling [11]. Because the
control of the prosthesis is involved in the interactions among
the human, prosthesis, and the environment, the foundation of
predictive walking is the understanding of human-prosthesis-
environment dynamics.
As shown in Figure 1 , information flow among the human,
prosthesis, and the environment can be realized through dif-
ferent methods. The previous research primarily focused on
the problem of the human-prosthesis loop in the context of
human intent recognition. Human intent recognition is differ-
ent from and should precede the problem of human activity
recognition. The latter can be performed at high accuracy just
using an inertial measurement unit (IMU) [12]. The human
intent happens prior to the motion and is more difficult to
be predicted accurately. Although many methods have been
introduced to recognize human intent, such as targeted muscle
reinnervation (TMR) [13], electromyography (EMG) [14],
inertial measurement unit (IMU) [15], and mechanical sensors
[16], they are user-dependent and will be affected by the
different subjects. Therefore, it is difficult to find a user-
independent and reliable method to predict human intent just
from the human-prosthesis loop.
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Figure 1. Human-prosthesis-environment dynamics and the
corresponding information flow.
Moreover, vision information can guide people to select
optimal paths in different environments [17], but this vision-
locomotion loop is broken in amputees because of the ampu-
tation, and it becomes difficult for a prosthesis to understand
the human motion intent accurately. Environmental recogni-
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tion can provide the environmental context of the human
motion intent and help the prosthesis to reconstruct the vision-
locomotion loop. Consequently, environments should be added
to provide the supplementary information, and the human-
prosthesis-environment loop will become more complete than
the human-prosthesis loop. The predictive control of human-
prosthesis-environment dynamics in assistive walking relies
on different sensors, so sensor fusion can be used to fuse
different information to recognize the walking environment
and the human motion intent more accurately and robustly
[18].
In order to understand the state of the art better, re-
cent sensor fusion methods for predictive control of human-
prosthesis-environment dynamics are presented in this paper.
General control methods and corresponding recognition objec-
tives for human-prosthesis-environment dynamics are outlined
in section II. General wearable sensors for realizing the
mentioned objectives of assistive walking are indicated in
section III. Complete procedures of sensor fusion for environ-
mental recognition and human motion intent recognition in the
use of an active prosthesis are described in section IV. The
conclusion and a general discussion are given in section V.
II. GENERAL CONTROL METHODS
As shown in Figure 2, the general control architecture for
lower limb prosthesis can be divided into high-level, mid-level,
and low-level controllers [19]. This paper focuses on sensor
fusion methods for the high-level controller, whose output
results are the input of the mid-level controller. Therefore,
understanding the popular mid-level controller of lower limb
prosthesis can be helpful in determining the objectives of a
high-level controller and in selecting suitable sensor fusion
methods. Many types of mid-level controllers exist, and we
narrow the focus to three most popular mid-level control
methods: finite-state control, complementary limb motion es-
timation (CLME) control, and direct volitional control. These
methods are outlined next.
A. Finite-state control
Finite-state controller is the most popular mid-level con-
troller for powered lower limb prosthesis, which is composed
of a series of parametric controllers. Because the human
locomotion can be decomposed into different modes (sitting,
standing, walking, up stairs...) [20], the finite-state controller
can use different parameters in different gait modes and
environments to control the prosthesis. Moreover, the finite-
state controller is usually combined with impedance control
[21], [22]:
τ = k(θ − θe) + bθ˙ (1)
where τ is the output torque of each joint, and θ and θe are
joint angle and equilibrium joint angle, respectively. Parame-
ters k and b are stiffness coefficient and damping coefficient,
respectively.
Because the necessary impedance of the prosthesis should
be different in different gait modes and environments, the
coefficients stiffness (k) and damping (b) should be changed
appropriately, during control. Existing methods usually tune
the parameters manually and save the static parameter values
that correspond to specific gait modes and environments.
Therefore, this mid-level controller needs a high-level con-
troller to determine the environmental classification and the
gait mode prediction of subjects, in order to realize seamless
switching between different environments and gait modes.
B. CLME control
Complementary limb motion estimation (CLME) aims to
estimate the intended motion of the impaired limb from the
residual human body motion [23] according to:[
ϕp
ϕ˙p
]
= K
[
ϕh
ϕ˙h
]
+ k (2)
Here ϕp and ϕ˙p are the angle vector and the angular velocity
vector, respectively, for the prosthesis. The human body mo-
tion is described by the joint angle vector ϕh and the joint
angular velocity vector ϕ˙h, and K and k are the mapping
matrix and the offset vector, respectively.
This method is similar to echo control, which records the
motion of a healthy limb and replays it on an impaired
limb [24]. But the CLME can control the prosthesis without
time delay and avoid the limitation of symmetric patterns
of locomotion. This control method is feasible because of
strong inter-joint coordination for human motion [25]. In
order to realize this control method, residual body motion
should be detected, and the gait parameter prediction and the
environmental recognition can be useful as well in predicting
the mapping matrix K and the offset vector k.
C. Direct volitional control
Direct volitional control can directly map residual mus-
cle signals to the motion of prosthesis or change the key
parameters of impedance control [26]. This method is sig-
nificant for irregular motion, which is difficult to control
using a finite-state controller or the CLME. Although EMG
signals are noisy, valid volitional control on the prosthesis has
been achieved through EMG signals [27], and a bidirectional
efferent-afferent neural control architecture has been devel-
oped [14]. For this mid-level controller, the necessary input is
the estimated joint torque of the prosthesis.
Based on the presented discussion, in order to realize
reliable mid-level control, the necessary output results of the
high-level controller may be the classification of gait modes,
recognition of gait parameters, estimation of joint torques, and
classification and recognition of the environment.
III. GENERAL SENSORS
Many sensors such as EMG, IMU, mechanical sensors,
and vision sensors are available to realize the mentioned
recognition objectives. This paper focuses only on general
noninvasive and wearable sensors. Their pros and cons are
listed in Table I. More detailed discussion of different wearable
sensors can be found in [28].
An IMU consists of a gyroscope, an accelerometer, and
a magnetometer, and can be used to detect angular velocity,
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Figure 2. General control architecture of powered lower limb prosthesis.
Table I. Signals and comparison of different sensors.
Sensor Signals Pros Cons
IMU Angular velocity, acceleration, and direction
of magnetic field.
Stable signal, and the ability to measure
joint angles.
Signals being later than the motion, and
being invalid if subjects are still.
EMG Electric potential produced by skeletal mus-
cles.
Signals being prior than the motion, and the
ability to predict human intent.
Low signal-noise ratio, user-dependent sig-
nals, and being affected by muscle fatigue.
Pressure
sensor
Ground reactive force signal. Reliable signals for detecting gait events. Being invalid in the swing phases.
Mechanical
sensor
Joint angle, angular velocity, angular accel-
eration, and joint torques.
Reflecting the motion state of the prosthesis. Signals being later than human motion, and
being difficult to reflect human intent di-
rectly.
MMG Low-frequency vibrations produced by mus-
cle contraction.
Being less affected by skin factors. Being affected by muscle fatigue.
SMG Changes in muscle structure. Ability to monitor several individual mus-
cles.
Being affected by muscle fatigue.
EEG Motor imagery signals. The ability to detect intended motion in the
brain without external stimulus.
Large noise, and being difficult to infer the
motion intent of lower limb.
Vision
sensor
Point cloud and RGB images of environ-
ments.
Providing environmental context in ad-
vance, and being user independent.
Larger data size, and higher computational
complexity.
acceleration, and direction of the earth’s magnetic field. These
signals are stable and can be fused to estimate the Euler angles
of the IMU. However, these signals result from the motion
(i.e., the effect of the cause) and cannot be used to predict the
intent of the human.
An EMG can measure the electric potential produced by
the skeletal muscle. These signals occur prior to the motion,
so they are suitable for use in the intent prediction. But the
signal-noise ratio of the EMG signal is low and can be affected
by the condition of the skin, muscle fatigue, and change of the
subject.
A pressure sensor can provide a reliable ground reactive
force signal and can be used to detect gait events, such as
heel strike and toe off, but it cannot provide valid information
in the swing phase.
Mechanical sensors can detect the joint angle, angular veloc-
ity, and angular torques of the prosthesis, and can determine
the motion status of the prosthesis. However, these signals
occur after the motion of the prosthesis and cannot directly
reflect the human motion intent.
An MMG is used to detect low-frequency vibration of
muscle and is less sensitive to skin conditions when compared
with an EMG, but it will be affected by muscle fatigue.
An SMG can measure changes in the muscle structure and
can monitor several individual muscles, but it will also be
affected by muscle fatigue.
Electroencephalogram (EEG) can be used to detect the
intended motion in the brain, and it does not need an external
stimulus. But EEG is not accurate and can only be used for
classification. Besides, this signal occurs far from the lower
limb, and finding an accurate relationship between EEG and
the motion of the lower limb may be difficult.
A vision sensor (color camera) may be used to output RGB
(red-green-blue) images and the point cloud of environments
in front of the prosthesis, and it can provide the environmental
context of a human intent. Vision sensor is user-independent,
but the data size of the vision sensor is usually large and
computational complexity may be higher than in other sensors.
IV. SENSOR FUSION METHODS
As discussed in section II, the objectives of the high-level
controller of human-prosthesis-environment dynamics can be
divided into the classification of the gait modes, recognition
of the gait parameters, estimation of the joint torques, and
classification and recognition of the environment. These dif-
ferent objectives can be realized using different sensors and
sensor fusion methods. Complete procedure of sensor fusion
to realize these objectives are reviewed in this section.
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A. Sensor fusion for gait mode classification
As stated before, the control parameters of the finite-state
controller are different in different gait modes. Therefore,
accurate classification of gait modes for the next step is
important for predictive control of prosthesis. The complete
procedure of gait modes classification is shown in Figure 3,
which can be divided into three parts: feature extraction,
feature fusion, and decision fusion.
1) Feature extraction: Signals of most sensors used for gait
modes classification are one-dimensional (1D). For 1D signals,
the most typical feature extraction method is the extraction of
time-domain features. Filtered signals are usually segmented
first by sliding windows, and a window may or not overlap
with the previous window. Then time-domain features, such
as the mean absolute value, the number of zeros crossing,
the waveform length, the number of slope sign changes, and
auto-regression coefficients are extracted from the precede
segmented signals [29]–[31]. Moreover, frequency-domain
features may be used as well [31], [32]. A detailed comparison
of the features for the classification of elbow gesture is found
in [32]. Based on this work, auto-regression coefficient and
mean value of time-domain features are found to provide
superior classification accuracy. Furthermore, the time-domain
features do not need signal transformation and can provide fast
response. Consequently, time-domain features are generally
better than frequency-domain features.
Extracted features are the input of the classifiers, and an eas-
ily separable feature can simplify the classification algorithm.
Thus, some intuitive features have been used to classify gait
modes, including the joint translation of leg [33], a closed
loop of the thigh angle and integration of the thigh angle
[34], and 3D points based on the IMU angle, angular velocity,
and acceleration [35]. Although these features can help in
achieving high accuracy of classification, the delayed IMU
signal can pose difficulties in the prediction of the gait modes
in the next step.
The mentioned features are shallow features and are based
on experience, which may be invalid for a different application
[12]. This problem may be solved by using deep learning
methods using which deep features can be extracted auto-
matically by the associated convolution layers [36] and max-
pooling layers [37]. Nevertheless, the computation complexity
of deep learning methods should be considered because the
human intent prediction algorithm should be implemented
online on the control board of the prosthesis.
2) Feature fusion: Traditional feature fusion methods that
classify gait modes are linear discriminant analysis (LDA)
[38], quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) [15], support
vector machines (SVMs) [39], and artificial neural networks
(ANNs) [40]. LDA and QDA are suitable for online imple-
mentation because they can calculate analytic optimal param-
eters, but they are not suitable for features that cannot be
separated in lower dimensional spaces. SVM is effective in
high dimensional space, but the performance of an SVM relies
on the selection of the kernel function. ANN can achieve
high accuracy by using a large training set, but it is less
computationally efficient than LDA, QDA, and SVM. In a
real application, the accuracy and computational complexity
should be properly balanced.
Compared to the traditional classification methods, deep
learning methods such as a convolutional neural network
(CNN) [36], [37], the voxNet [41], and the pointNet [42], can
be more robust and do not rely on the human experience to
select suitable kernel functions [12]. However, the computa-
tional complexity of deep learning methods is greater than that
of traditional classification methods. Therefore, the number of
layers and neurons should not be too high.
3) Decision fusion: Based on the classification results from
different sensors and classifiers, the decision fusion can be
implemented to get an optimal classification result. Bayesian
method [18], [43] and entropy-based methods [3] can be used
to make an optimal decision. The majority voting scheme is
usually used to filter the final decision sequences [44], and
recurrent neural network (RNN) and reinforcement learning
methods can also be used for the optimization of the decision
sequences.
B. Sensor fusion for environmental classification
Besides the sensing of human motion, environmental clas-
sification is also useful. It has been stated that the human
motion is related to human vision [17]. Hence, environmental
classification can provide helpful prior information for the
prediction of human gait modes.
1) Feature extraction: For the environmental classification,
time-domain features (mean, standard deviation, maximum,
and minimum of pixels) can be extracted first from sub-
regions of depth image or from the local region of point
cloud [44], [45]. Since this method needs to select a suitable
feature, a better approach is to extract deep features based
on convolution layers [37], [46], which can learn features
automatically and efficiently.
2) Feature fusion: Environmental classification has been
combined with human gait modes classification using the
feature fusion methods decision tree [3] and SVM [44].
Still traditional methods achieve high accuracy for several
types of indoor environments such as level ground, up/down
stairs, up/down the ramp. However, they may be less robust
in complex outdoor environments. Therefore, deep learning
methods, including CNN [37], 3DCNN [47], and pointNet
[42], [48], can be considered for the classification of complex
environments, such as pebbled ground and sandy ground.
C. Sensor fusion for gait parameter recognition.
Gait parameters (stride length, stride width, foot angle, etc.)
recognition can be used to plan the path of the prosthesis in
advance, which can be realized based on the previous motion
of healthy limb in steady state. The complete procedure of gait
parameters recognition can be divided into feature extraction
and feature fusion, which are outlined now.
1) Feature extraction: Double integrated acceleration sig-
nals of the IMU are usually used for the gait parameter
recognition [49]. Since this method may be affected by the
zero-velocity phase assumption, it is not suitable for abnormal
gait. Therefore, the double pendulum model for the lower limb
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Figure 3. Sensor fusion methods for classification.
is preferred for the estimation of stride length [50]. Recently,
convolution layers [51] have been used to extract deep features
automatically. Pros and cons of these features are similar to
those discussed in IV-A2.
2) Feature fusion: For feature fusion of gait parameter
recognition, state-space models and deep leaning methods
have been applied. Different signals can be combined in a
state-space model based on geometry and kinematic relation-
ships, and then extend Kalman filter (EKF) [18] can be used to
estimate gait parameters [49], [50]. Moreover, gait parameters
can be also learned by the deep convolution neural network
(CNN) directly [47], [51], which does not need a zero velocity
phase assumption and can be trained automatically. Typically,
CNN may be computational complex and less efficient than
the EKF.
D. Sensor fusion for environmental recognition
Gait parameter recognition can be based on the previous
motion of healthy limb in steady state. However, it is not valid
in the transition state (transitions to different environments),
and recognized environmental parameters can be used then to
predict gait parameters for the next step.
Environmental parameter recognition is usually based on the
3D point cloud. Traditional geometry segmentation algorithm
based on the threshold can be used to segment stairs and
recognize the size of stairs [52]. But deep learning methods,
such as pointNet [42], [53], [54], seem to be more suitable
for complex environments. The voxNet needs to integrate
volumetric occupancy grid, and it is not suitable for the
sparse point cloud [41]. The pointNet can realize classification
and semantic segmentation of point cloud directly, which is
efficient and suitable for online environmental recognition.
E. Sensor fusion for joint torque estimation
Joint torque estimation is useful in the control of prosthesis
for some irregular motions, and acceptable estimation accuracy
has been achieved using visual feedback [55]. The complete
procedure of joint torque estimation can be divided into feature
extraction and feature fusion, which are outlined next.
1) Feature extraction: Joint torque regression usually uses
filtered and normalized EMG signals directly [14], [27]. A
sliding window has been used as well to extract time-domain
and frequency-domain features [56], which is similar to clas-
sification.
2) Feature fusion: As shown in Figure 4, feature fusion
methods for joint torque regression can be divided into four
types: proportional control, muscle model, neural network, and
state-space model.
Proportional control is usually used for joint torque estima-
tion from EMG signals [14], [26], [27], [55]. For this method,
a gain parameter is used to map the filtered and normalized
signal to the joint torque, which is convenient to implement.
But the quality of the regression result will rely heavily on the
quality of the single signal and it is user dependent.
The use of muscle model appears to be a better method,
because it considers the variation of joint angle and muscle-
tendon dynamics, and should be universal for different subjects
[57], [58]. However, the muscle model method has to calibrate
and optimize some parameters for each subject.
Neural networks are also used to estimate joint torques
based on the extracted features of EMG [59], [60]. However,
EMG signals are not stationary, and the accuracy will decrease
with time if the parameters of the neural network are not
updated online. Furthermore, some researchers use state-space
models to estimate joint angles [56]. This method is robust
to EMG changes caused by muscle fatigue or changes of
contraction level. But research on lower limb prosthesis using
this method is not readily available, and possible recognition
results on amputees are not found.
V. CONCLUSION
This survey paper critically evaluated the past work on
Sensor Fusion for Predictive Control of Human-Prosthesis-
Environment Dynamics in Assistive Walking, and several
pertinent research issues that need further investigation were
presented. Previous work has on sensor fusion methods for
predictive control of human-prosthesis-environment dynamics
in assistive walking were outlined. General sensors, popu-
lar mid-level controllers, and complete procedures of sensor
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fusion methods for predictive control of human-prosthesis-
environment dynamics in assistive walking were introduced.
Compared to a single sensor, the fusion of different types of
sensors can provide more robust and complete information for
mid-level controllers. Moreover, suitable stationary features or
deep features should be extracted from corresponding sensors,
which is beneficial for the generalization of the human motion
intent prediction. Additionally, online dataset updating and
training are necessary for non-stationary signals. Furthermore,
classification and regression are not mutually independent, and
their sensor fusion methods can be combined to get better
results.
Further work would be needed to improve the interaction
in the human-prosthesis-environment loop. It is proposed that
further research should be carried out in the following four
areas, in particular.
A. Fusion of environmental information and human intent
Vision-locomotion loop is very important for human walk-
ing in complex environments. Unfortunately, this loop is
broken in amputees because of the amputation, and the in-
formation flows between an amputee and a prosthesis are
user-dependent and not intuitive. Under this circumstance,
the ability to make a decision independently for prosthesis
should be increased, and the vision-locomotion loop should
be reconstructed for a prosthesis to increase environmental
adaptability. Moreover, as discussed in section III, typically
a single sensor is not adequate to predict human intent. An
IMU can recognize human motion but it is available after the
motion, which is not useful for controlling that motion. An
EMG signal is available prior to the human motion, but it is
not stationary and its signal-noise ratio is low. A vision sensor
can provide environmental information, but it cannot reflect the
human motion intent directly. Therefore, these sensors need to
be fused to provide complete information. Further research is
needed in this aspect.
B. Stationary deep feature extraction
Many wearable sensors, such as EMG and EEG, are user
dependent and not stationary, which will cause difficulty in
the generalization of high-level controllers. Hence, stationary
features should be designed to increase the accuracy and ro-
bustness of high-level controllers. Lower limb kinematics, such
as the inverted pendulum, and muscle-tendon dynamics can
be used to extract stationary features from signals of wearable
sensors. A deep neural network can be an alternative method to
learn deep features automatically, but the network architecture
cannot be too complex. Further research is suggested in this
area.
C. Online dataset updating and training
For non-stationary signals, such as EMG, EEG, and MMG,
classification and regression accuracy will decrease with time.
Therefore, high-level controllers that are trained offline maybe
not suitable for long-time use. Because the delayed human
activity recognition can be done at high accuracy using IMU
or mechanical sensors, leading to history recognition results,
which can be used to label the corresponding signals and
update the dataset. Then, high-level controllers can be trained
online to adapt to signal variation. The resulting high-level
controllers should be effective and efficient for training and
validation. Further research may be done in this aspect.
D. Fusion of classification and regression results
Human motion can be decomposed into some primitives
such as the flexion and extension of the knee in the sagittal
plane. An accurate classification of these motion primitives
can be beneficial for the joint torque estimation, which can
lead to more robust control than direct proportional control.
Further research may be carried out on this aspect as well.
Although this review focused on the operation of a prosthe-
sis, the indicated research is relevant in the field of exoskeleton
and human activity recognition. This is because there are many
similarities in sensor fusion methods for prosthesis control,
exoskeleton control, and human activity recognition.
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